Perhaps the two most basic phenomena discovered by the recent application of recursion theoretic methods to the developing theories of computational complexity have been Blum's speed-up phenomena, with its extension to operator speed-up by Meyer and Fischer, and the Borodin gap phenomena, with its extension to operator gaps by Constable. In this paper we present a proof of the operator gap theorem which is much simpler than Constable's proof. We also present an improved proof of the Blum speed-up theorem which has a straightforward generalization to obtain operator speed-ups. The proofs of this paper are new; the results are not. The proofs themselves are entirely elementary: we have eliminated all priority mechanisms and all but the most transparent appeals to the recursion theorem. Even these latter appeals can be eliminated in some "reasonable" complexity measures. Implicit in the proofs is what we believe to be a new method for viewing the construction of "complexity sequences."
[February program on input x. If/is a function and S a set, f/S denotes the restriction off to S. By a total effective operator Y we understand an operator mapping partial recursive functions to partial recursive functions whose domain includes all total recursive functions, each of which is mapped via Y to a total recursive function. Furthermore, Y is given by a total recursive function g such that for all r/», e domain Y, x¥i<f>i)=<pgU). A trivial variation of a basic result due to Kriesel, Lacombe, and Schoenfield asserts that if Y is total effective, there is a total recursive y> such that, for all total <f>u This is the formulation we will use in Theorems 3 and 4. The phrase "a.e." is an abbreviation for "for all but finitely many arguments." By convention, we take the maximum of the empty set of integers to be zero. S is a fixed total recursive function such that <£,(*, y)=<Psu.x)(y)-P is a fixed total recursive function such that <j>p{iv)ix)=Fvix) ifxe domain Fv while <t>pu,v)ix)~4>Ax) if x $ domain Fv.
We begin with a proof of the Blum speed-up theorem. This proof, which we believe to be simpler than the original proof in [2] or the later proof in [6] , may be viewed as a simplification of Blum's proof in [2] . It is well known that, because all measures are recursively related [2] , if the result holds for one measure it is easily shown to hold for all measures. We begin by considering any measure satisfying K) <l>8ii.z)(y)ú<l>Ax,y),aad (a2) if x$ domain Fv, Op(i,r)(x)<0¿(x).3 For example, Turing machine tape is such a measure. We wish to prove Theorem 1 (Blum speed-up theorem [2] ). For every total recursive function rix, y) we can effectively find a total recursive function fix) such that <f>¡=f implies there exists j such that <f>j=fand 0¿(;c)>r(;t, <&jix)) a.e.
Proof.
The idea of the proof is to build a program / which computes a function <£t(«, x) such that, for each u, Xx<f>tiu, x)=Xx<f>tiO, x). We take f=Xx<j>tiO, x) and in the construction use the first parameter u in a diagonalization over all possible programs to guarantee that if <^=/then <E>¿(x)_ rix, 0(0'+!, x)) a.e. In view of equation (aj) this would suffice to prove the theorem. Unfortunately it can be proven [3] that in general there is no way to do this and still have Xx<pt(u, x)=Xx<f>t(0, x) for all u. However, in view of equation (a2), it would suffice to have Xx<f>t(u, x)=Xx<f>t(0, x) a.e. for each u, because we can always "patch" Xx<j>t(u, x) on finitely many arguments without increasing the basic complexity. This suggests that we first prove the following weakened version of Theorem 1 : Lemma 1 (Effective pseudo-speed-ups; Blum [3] ). Let® be a measure satisfying (a^ and the conditions of footnote 3. Then for every total recursive function r(x,y) we can effectively find a total recursive function f such that given any i for which fa=fwe can effectively find a j for which <f>¡=fa.e. and ®t(x)>r(x, 03(jc)) a.e.
We will define a program / computing a partial recursive function <f>t(u, x) of two variables. / will be Xx<f>t(0, x) and we shall show that <j>t is total. <f>t(u, x) is defined recursively from <f>t(u, 0), <j>t(u, 1), Proceeding inductively, if we assume that Xu<j>t(u, x') is total for all x'<x, we observe next that </>t(u, x)=l for all u=x so <bt(x-l,x) is defined. Consequently by the same reasoning <f>t(x-2, x) is defined. Proceeding recursively down to <£((0, x), we see that Xu<f>t(u, x) is total, completing an inductive proof that <f>t is total.
Clearly C0x-{0, 1, ■•• u-l} = CUiX. Furthermore it is obvious that for each u there exists nu such that if i<u and /' 6 (J" C0 " then i 6 U Q.,. venu Thus no i<u belongs to C0i¡r for x>nu. It is thus immediate that forx>nu, Co.x=Cu.x so <¿,(0, x) = (ptiu, x) for x>n".
Finally, if <f>i=Xx<f>iO, x) we must have
4>i(x) > r(x, <¡>t(i + 1, x)) for all x > i,* for if not, in the calculation of Xx<f>t(0, x) we must cancel i for the first such x>i, forcing the contradiction <f>t(0,x)^<pi(x). The proof is now essentially complete :
We may assume without loss of generality that r is monotone in its second variable. Since from (ß) and (a,), we have
This completes the proof of Lemma 1.
Since for each /', Xx<f>t(0, x)=<f>p(sitii+l),v)(x) for some v, in measures satisfying (a2) we obtain, from (y),
proving Theorem 1 for such measures. As remarked earlier, Theorem 1 for arbitrary measures now follows by recursive relatedness, but a direct proof for arbitrary measures is easily obtained by modifying the above proof. To accomplish this, one simply defines <f>t by an application of the recursion theorem, modifying the definition of Cux to The preceding proof now goes through virtually verbatim, except that the proof of iß) translates directly to a proof of the desired conclusion, namely (<5).
The speed-up theorem of [2] is actually slightly stronger than Theorem 1 because, in [2] , fis taken to be zero-one valued. We leave the modifications of our proof necessary to make / zero-one valued as an exercise for the reader.
Our next proof is of the Borodin gap-theorem. The only advantage this proof has over the original proof [4] is that this proof seems to be more easily generalized to obtain an operator gap-theorem. Intuitively, gap theorems assert that there is no uniform method to increase bounds on computational resources in a way which guarantees that the larger bound always enables one to perform some calculation which could not be carried out within the smaller bound. A gap-theorem not stated in this paper may be found in [1] . Deep results which enable one to partially overcome gap phenomena by selecting well-behaved bounding functions are given in [9] and [11] and exploited in [1] .
Theorem 2 [4] . For all total recursive functions a(x) and r(x,y) (with r(x, y)=%y) we can effectively find a total recursive function t such that t^a a.e. and<t>j(x)'^.t(x) implies <P¡(x)>r(x, t(x)) provided x>j.
To define t(x) set tx+1=a(x), and for 0<z'_^-rT, t{_i= r(x,t¡)+l. Thus tx+x<tx<tx_x<-• -<tx<t0.
Of the x+l intervals ['¿j *<-i)> we can find at least one, [t¡ , tio_x) such that for noj<x do we have U, = $,(*) = r(x, tio) < t^x-
The theorem is thus obtained by setting t(x)=tit¡. It is an instructive exercise to compare the way the preceding proof is generalized in the following proof to the way Borodin's proof naturally generalizes in [5] .
Theorem 3 (Operator gap; Constable [5] ). For every total recursive function a and every total effective operator Y (with Y(/)^/)
we can effectively find a monotonie total recursive function t such that tzZa and {j| $,. = / o.e.} = {y| 4>, <¥(/) a.e.}.5
Proceeding inductively, assume that we are at Stage x in a construction of t and that, for some dx=^x, t has been defined for all z<dx. We denote this finite initial segment of t by t{x) and define x+l total extensions of t(x) (called tx, • ■ ■ , t0) by The relevant information is that if t' is any extension of such an Ft' for i^x, then Y(t')(z)^t^x(z) for any z such that d^z^A^. Now for eachy'<x:, we define F¿ to be unsafe for y if (a) F,'(z)<<I>,(z) for some z such that dx^z^Ai, but (ß) Qi(z')£FU(z') for all z' such that d^z'^A^, (where (ß) is assumed vacuously true if/=0). Note that if F¿ is unsafe for/ then for any /"</', since At.<Ai, clause (ß) guarantees that í>3(z)ííFÍ(z) for all dxSz-^Ai-; similarly we cannot have <&;(z')^Fi_x(z') for all z' such that /4=z'=^i-i f°r anv '">'• Thus for any j<x, at most one F[ is unsafe for/ It follows that at least one of F'x, F'x_x, ' ' ' , Fo must be safe for every j<x. Since we can effectively test whether F¿ is safe for j, we may now extend t{x) to F'io where F'ia is safe for every j<x. We thus go on to Stage x+l with dx+1=Aio+l and t°x+x)=F'io.
Clearly we have defined t to be a monotonie total recursive function, and, for every j and for every x>j, when we extend / at Stage x; the extension is safe for/ guaranteeing either that, for every z in the domain of the extension, 03(z')=i (z') or else that, for some z is the domain of the extension, Y(/)(z')<(I)3(z')-It follows that if t(z')<<$>¡(z') infinitely often then Y(r)(z')<<I)3(z') infinitely often, proving the theorem.
In [10], Meyer and Fischer give a proof of the following generalization of Theorem 1 : Theorem 4. For every total effective operator Y, and every total recursive function a, there exists a zero-one valued total recursive function f such that <pi=f implies Oi=a a.e. and <f>i=f implies there exists a j such that ^>5=fand <Í>¿^Y(0.,) a.e.
Their proof, which is elegant and short, has its computational details obscured by clever use of the recursion theorem. Our method of proving Theorem 1 has an extension to a proof of Theorem 4. Although our proof is a little longer and less elegant than the Meyer-Fischer proof, it is straightforward, avoiding all appeals to the recursion theorem in "reasonable" measures and making only straightforward appeals in any case.
As in the proof of Theorem 1, we first prove a weaker lemma, assuming that the measure satisfies the conditions of inequalities (¡x,), (a2), and footnote 3. In proving this lemma, we explicitly introduce a "complexity sequence" Xip¡ of total recursive functions which roughly satisfy /»i= iPi+x) a-c. This achieves speed-up by the operator Y because we will make the sequence Xip¡ cofinal with the run times, <£3, of the function/ which we are defining. In the proof of Lemma 1, our complexity sequence was (implicitly) given by ptix)=rix, <I\(/+1, x)). Just as in the construction of the sequences Xitt of the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3, our point of view here is that to explicitly construct a sequence Xip¡ satisfying pf?>pi+i a.e. one must start "somewhere in the middle" and, e.g., before defining p0(x), first define px(x) and then inductively work up to pa(x) by defining pu from pu+x for 0-^u<x. (For a full discussion of the role of "complexity sequences" for speed-ups, see [9] .) Lemma 2 (Effective operator pseudo-speed-ups). Let i> be any measure satisfying (ocj) and the conditions of footnote 3. Then for every total effective operator *F and total recursive function a, we can effectively find a total recursive function f such that: (i) For every i such that fa=f, 0¡_a a.e., and (ii) for every i such that <f>i=f we can effectively find a j such that <pi=fa.e. and O^Y(<!>,■) a.e. [February This essentially completes the proof: Assuming the operator Y is monotone, since from (a,) we have 0((/'+l, z)_®S(M+1)(z), we can obtain <S>i>x¥(Xz<3>t(i+1, z))=Y(0S(( i+1)) a.e. completing the proof of Lemma 2. To prove Theorem 4 (still without the requirement that / be zero-one valued) if Y is monotone, we obtain from (<x2) that Y(Os í(¿+1))_ Y(*p<«i.m.«))) a-e-for some v such that ^(S(i,¡+i.«))^i(°.z)-Unfortunately, although every general recursive operator Y is bounded by a monotone operator, not every total effective operator is so bounded, [7] . In the event that Y cannot be bounded by a monotone operator, the above construction becomes much more complicated unless one uses an appeal to the recursion theorem to allow changing equation (y) to (/) pjy) = max{Y(OW( t.u+».v,)(y) \vSy} with the obvious changes in the sentence preceding iy) to be sure that enough of <j>t has been defined to make puiy) defined. We leave these changes and the changes necessary to make/zero-one valued to the reader.
In closing we would like to remark that not all results of recursion theoretic complexity theory seem accessible to such simple diagonalization and "dove-tailing of computations" arguments as those employed here. For examples of apparently more difficult results as well as some open questions, the reader might consult [3], [8] , [10], [11] , and [13].
